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As an Industrial THE TIME I BEAT MURPHY'S LAW from the Fisher & Norris
Arts metalworking teacher,
Company listing an adI have taught all phases of
By Joshua Kavett
dress in Trenton. At this
metalworking since 1977. I
point, I had no idea if anyhave always been interested in
thing of the company existed.
all phases of industrial history,
Finally in March of 1999, I
especially as they pertain to
looked up the address on a
New Jersey. I have been a
Trenton map and found where
member of ABANA (Artistit should be. One day after
Blacksmiths Association of
school, I found the building of
North America) since 1980,
Crossley Machine Works
and helped establish the local
(more on the history in my
chapter of the New Jersey
book). This building was
Blacksmith Association. I
painted in two shades of
have also been a "collector" of,,
green, with screen-covered
"stuff' my whole life. In June
windows, and a look of very
1998, I attended the national
little activity. With trepidation
ABANA conference in Ash- The author with a big set of tongs. My trailer is full about leaving my car on the
ville, N.C. At this conference of patterns of the Fisher double screw vises, and vari- street (not a good area of
a gentleman named Richard ous other patterns recovered from the pattern room.
Trenton), I rang the office
Postman was selling his new L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ' doorbell. Alas, the office
written book, "Anvils in America". I had heard
manager was there, and I tried to explain why I was
about this book, and bought a copy. That night, I
there (made up as I went along, for I did this out of
proceeded to read the entire book for the first of
curiosity). He let me in, and proceeded to tell me
many times. Suddenly, anvils had a pedigree, an
about the Fisher and Crossley Company for two
origin, and a provenance. I was absolutely intrigued
hours. He had worked there at two different times in
that so much information was compiled on a seemhis life, and was very knowledgeable about the comingly obscure topic. At that point in my life, I had a
pany. I only wish I had taped this conversation. He
few anvils that I had obtained at farm and garage
was thrilled that somebody went out of there way to
sales. Immediately upon returning home, I gave my
visit, and was interested in the company. On this
few anvils a once over to see what I had.
visit, I never left the office area. He suggested that I
During my many readings of his book durcome back next week when the company engineer
ing the fall of 1998, I noticed a sample of an invoice
would be there.
(Continued on page 4)
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NOTES FROM THE EDITOR
As I wrap up my term as editor, I am very grateful for
the wonderful friends who have shared so much with me.
Being editor is an educational experience, and many members have shared their collections and knowledge with me
and our readers. A special thanks goes to Herb Kean who
was my guiding light and patiently struggled with improving my limited grammatical talents. Putting together a
newsletter and writing articles is a very satisfying creative
accomplishment, and with the printing of each issue I felt
pride of a job well done. My best wishes go to Dave
Nowicki who is carrying the torch of many fine past editors. I thank all CRAFTS members for their encouragement and assistance in making the Tool Shed a fine publication.

PRESIDENT'S CORNER
The other day I was thinking,
when did I first become interested in
tools? It must have been when I was in
the seventh grade. When the boys in
the class got to spend a couple of hours
a week in the woodshop, and the girls
learned how to sew. We were not allowed to use the
power tools the first year, however we could use hand
tools. That meant a brace and bit, hand plane, sandpaper
block, and coping saw.
The one project that I recall as my best accomplishment was the making of a pump lamp. Most men
that I have mentioned this to have said they made one
also. Cutting a rectangular base and chamfering the
edges was the first step, then cutting the square body of
the pump and using a hand chisel to put stop chamfers on
the four edges and gouging the recess for the handle
came next. We used a coping saw to cut out a shaped
handle, and a brace and bit to drill a hole for the spout. I
think the hardest part was drilling through the length of
the body because we had to drill from both ends and hope
the holes met in the middle. Then drilling in from the
edge of the base to hit the hole where the body joined the
base was an exercise in accuracy, which didn't always
work out. Some of the guys never did get it right by
themselves. Fortunately, the teac her was able to save
many of the lamps for the students. The trough was the
finishing touch . A block of wood of the appropriate size
had the center cut out and a piece of copper hammered to
fit the hole and wrap around the top. After this was attached to the base, the project was stained and varnished.
The teacher completed the wiring for us . Proudly I took
mine home as a present for mom who prominently displayed it where all visitors could see it.
I think this early exposure to hand tools was
what spawned my interest in them. Working in a hardware store during my first years in high school furthered
my interest of tools. It was then that I bought my first
hand tool, a Stanley No. 4 smooth plane that I still have
fifty plus years later. As I recall , it cost about $5 and it
took me quite a while to save the money for it. Working
after school and Saturdays at $.50 an hour, the cash didn't accumulate very fast as there were other priorities at
that age.
About ten years ago I met Steve Zluky at an an tique show and saw the tools he had for sale. That was
all it took to become hooked, and that was when collecting them became almost an obsession I don ' t regret it
one bit because of the many friends that I have made
through my hobby. The amount of knowledge that the
membership of CRAFTS has is astounding and even
more so is the fact that they are willing to gladly share it
with anyone. Thank you from your new CRAFTS presi dent.
Greg Welsh
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Dear Tool Wizard:
Many of the Sheffield braces that are offered for sale have heads that are said to be cocobolo. How can I
tell the difference between these and those of rosewood?
Signed: Fredrick C. Dobbs
Dear Mr. Dobbs:
There are two issues here. First, almost all the heads of Sheffield braces are NOT cocobolo, they are lignum vitae. Second, cocobolo IS a rosewood. So really your question should be: how do I tell the difference between lignum vitae, cocobolo and Brazilian rosewood. (Brazilian rosewood was used as much as cocobolo by
American toolmakers, even if their catalogs stated only cocobolo.)
Lignum vitae is one of the heaviest woods known, although that characteristic is hard to distinguish in the
head of a brace. However, it does have a spicy smell that can be detected even after many years, and even with a
finish still on the wood. Lignum also has some LIGHT stripes with a dark brown background. It sometimes shows
a portion of the beige sapwood, and unusual cross-grain checking in the heartwood.
Cocobolo and Brazilian rosewood are kissin' cousins, as they both are in the rosewood genus. There are
subtle differences,- cocobolo having a more reddish hue and stronger DARK striations; but these are not always
foolproof, particularly with a heavy patina. If you can get the head off and sand a spot that would not be seen, it's a
lot easier to pick them apart. Brazilian rosewood has brown sawdust and a sweet smell, while cocobolo has
orangey dust and almost no smell. Most collectors can't tell the difference between the two rosewoods (and really
don't care) .

JUNE MEETING
PICTURES

Ken Vliet displayed tools made from files. Good steel
was not easy to get during the early part of the 19th century and penny-wise craftsmen would not let the high
quality steel of a used up file go to waste. On most of the
tools the file serrations can clearly be seen. A unique
classification of collectible tools.

Kenny Hopfel displayed tools made by Philadelphia tool
maker John Veit. There was high interest as this collection was highlighted in our April Tool Shed. Many members commented on the wide range of tools Veit made,
while others were intrigued by his use of European techniques blended with new world plane making.

Our presenter was a master carver from Serbia working
with CRAFTS member Dave Pollak at Creative Woodworking. His
name is Ljubomir Jovanovic and he is here in the United States
working on the carvings inside
Greek
Orthodox
churches. His hands-on demonstration was lively as attending members had a
chance to try out carving
techniques he demonstrated.
At right past presidents Herb
Kean and Joe Hauck demonstrate their carving expertise.
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(Continued from page I)

Photograph of the Crossley Building September 1999, the
day of the machinery liquidation. These buildings were demolished in the winter and spring of 2003. There is a vacant
lot there now. Originally built in 1879, with two major
additions. Amazingly, they never had any fire damage, despite running an iron foundry for I00 years.

The following week, I returned. I met the
company engineer, an elderly gentleman. He answered some of my questions, but was not too eager
to share information. I asked him if there were any
artifacts of the Fisher anvil operation still remaining
in the building. He told me that they had stopped casting anvils, and all iron parts in 1979. The EPA had
given them a December 31, 1980 deadline to stop using the copula furnace without pollution control devises. Their last pour was on December 18, 1979. He
then took me on a tour of the shop. The shops consisted of five large connected rooms. The first was a
machine shop, with some vertical mills, lathes, a large
hydraulic press, and a
large drill press. The
next room had four
large lathes. The third
room had an old
wooden block floor.
This room contained the
big machines, a lathe
with a four-foot diameter chuck, two large ;,
horizontal boring mills, ;:
a Blanchard grinder, ~:
and assorted other machine tools. On a large
cast iron welding table,
there was a #6 Fisher
Parallel Screw Vise; the
first sign of Fisher stuff. . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,
The fourth room was This is the cupola furnace used
primarily a shipping to melt the cast iron. It was last
area, and had large fired in L979 . This furnace dates
metal storage racks, full to the l 880's. The floor was
of bar stock. In the back originally dirt, but they
concreted it over after the founof the building was the
dry closed and used the room for
last big room, the rem- storage.

Historical photo of the final pour of anvils at the original
Fisher plant in April, 1961. This whole area was demolished
in May and June 196 I , to make way for Rt. 29, and the expansion of the Trenton State Complex of buildings.

nant of the iron foundry. The copula furnace was still
there, but not much more. The original dirt floor had
been concreted over, and the room was used primarily
for storage. On the way out, we passed through a
small room that was the original blacksmith shop of
the Crossley operation. All of the big rooms had overhead traveling cranes for moving the machinery that
Crossley produced over the years. This whole tour
took about 10 minutes. My second visit ended, but I
planned on going back. Something told me that there
was more to be found.
A week later, now April 1999, I returned and
talked with the office manager again. At that time, the
owner of the property called, Mr. Louis Russo. I told
him of my interest in the history of the company, and
that I was interested in seeing any Fisher artifacts that
might still be in the plant. He asked if I had seen the
pattern room. "What pattern room?" I asked. He told
the office manager to let me look and see what might
be there. We went out through the shops, and up the
steps. (I had not even noticed these the last time I was
there) . At the top of the steps was a pattern making
room. There was a large wood lathe, a 36-inch bandsaw, an old table saw, and a large bench with an Emmerts vise. Up four more steps, and we were in the
pattern room. There were many wire screen shelves of
pattern for the machinery that Crossley had produced
for the last hundred years. All of the patterns were
shelved by machine type, and labeled. All of these
patterns had not been used in at least twenty years,
and by the dust on them, some had sat there for over
50 years. As I walked through and marveled at the
gear, wheel and machine frame patterns, I was begin<Continued on paf{e 5)
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Photo of various patterns, including blacksmith anvil, double
horn anvil, and round top sawmakers anvil. This is just how
I found them, covered in dust.
ning to wonder if there was any Fisher stuff left. At
the far end of the room, I hit the jackpot. Sitting on
the floor, leaning against the wall, and in general disarray, where the actual patterns for the Fisher anvils,
vises, and assorted objects I could not identify at the
time. Covered in soot, dust, concrete powder, and
cobwebs. To say I was thrilled is to put it mildly. I
could not believe that these patterns still existed.
However, they all sat there as I left. Mr. Russo was
not sure of what
he wanted to do
with them at that
time.
I visited
the
Crossley
building several
times after that,
and met the three
men still working
in the shop. In
May 1999, Mr.
Russo made the
decision to close
the plant and liquidate all salable
machinery. During this time, I
met Mr. Russo
and told him of
my desire to preserve the artifacts Photo of cast iron anvil bases, and the
and
historical final remaining anvils still in stock
from 1979. The author received a 50
documents of the
pound anvil marked 79, and a 150
Fisher & Norris pound farriers anvil, both unused. They
operation.
He are the last anvils to leave Crossley, and
finally agreed to the 50 is from the final batch.

give me access to the shop and men. By this time, my
school year was over, and I was able to spend more
time at the plant. The three men working there did not
quite know what to make of me. I took care of that
with some Mastories' gift certificates one day. They
became instant friends. They were in the midst of finishing off the last jobs the shop had, and clearing out
all of the scrap iron, paper, wood, and anything that
would not sell at an auction. I told them of my interest
in the Fisher material. They knew what to look for.
On days I could not go to Trenton, a small pile of
stuff was saved for me. On days I could go there, I
spent many hours pouring over the building with a
flashlight looking for stuff. And I found it. Paper
Fisher anvil labels in the dirt, tongs behind the forge,

Photo of some of the blacksmith anvil patterns, as found,
covered in dust. The big one on the left is the pattern for
the 700 LB anvil. It is over three f~et long.
iron cutoffs from the anvil pours, iron flask clamps,
and more. By the middle of July, Mr. Russo decided
that I could take most of the Fisher patterns. He only
wanted to keep a couple. He eventually gave me them
too. The day I carried the patterns out was about 95,
humid and sticky. I never felt it. 23 steps up, 120 feet
through the pattern room, and then reverse it down. I
removed all of them as fast as I could. Bill Ker helped
me this day, till he had to stop because of the heat. I
never stopped.
I had started to eat lunch with the shop workers, and
slowly learned of their history of work at Crossley.
(More in my book). More gift certificates, and more
stuff appeared. I also removed any of the wood patterns that were interesting to me. Sadly, I could not
(Continued on page 6)
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the hardware left in the stock bins. I spent two days
filling my truck and trailer with miscellaneous material. Finally, in late October 1999, I left the building
for good. It was a sad ending to an absolutely marvelous six months.
As all Fisher stuff was brought home, I
washed the dust off and cataloged it. I came to the
realization that I am now the caretaker of this part of
New Jersey Industrial History. I have spent the last
four years learning all that I can about this company. I
have built a 4000 sq. ft. building to house the artifacts. I am still sorting out the paper work. Through
all of the various sources available, I have been on a
quest to try to obtain a sample of all of the different
View of the patterns for the Fisher double screw vises as
anvils, vises, and other products that Fisher made. I
found. They had been leaning up against this wall so long,
now have many anvils in the collection. Many are
that the top edge was overflowing with concrete dust.
unique pieces. Through EBAY, many friends,
take them all. Three, thirty yard dumpsters were filled
ABANA contacts, auctions, garage sales, and contact
with patterns tossed out of the third floor window. It
with many people on the "Keenjunk" site, I have
broke my heart to see them go. I found many interestspent a small fortune to put together a large, heavy
ing patterns, including one for a round fluted iron colcollection of Fisher anvils, and other stuff. I have met
umn suspended from one of the columns in the founmany wonderful people in the last few years that have
dry. It had been there so long, none of the men workbeen very supportive of my efforts. This material will
ing there had remembered it. It had so much dust on
be housed in my building, and be available for visits. I
it; it formed a point on the top. I brought ladders and
am not a public museum; zoning and other consideraropes and pulleys, and rigged it down.
tions prevent this. But the material is there, and will
One of the heaviest items I re- - - ~ be ready to display by next summer.
moved was the 36" Sturdevant blower
I am also writing a book on the
that fed the copula furnace. An adventure
history and products of the Fisher and
in itself. The next day I went back for the
Norris Anvil Company. I have learned
two-phase motor that powered it. Also an
that this company has a fascinating hisadventure for another story.
tory. This is a slow, detailed process. I
In the pattern room, I found file
am learning desktop publishing programs
draws full of all of the paperwork, into help with the formatting. I am always
voices and correspondence of the Fisher
looking for any Fisher products, or any
operation. Some of the paper was already
history or anecdotes of the company.
in the trash. I scrounged it all up, and
Please feel free to contact me any time at
removed all that I could find. The man in
Fnanvil@aol.com anytime.
the office gave me any other paper work
I first showed up in Trenton in
that he came across.
late March, and by July, most of the
By the end of the summer, the
building had been emptied of wood and
shop had been cleaned up, and all s c r a p ~ - - - - - - - - - - ~ paper. If I had not been there, all of this
material thrown out. The whole pattern The au th0 r on th e right, a nd Mr. material would have been tossed in the
room was empty. I had spent about half Louis Russo, th e owner of trash. This is one occasion that I feel
Crossley. Mr. Russo is the perof my summer in Trenton. The shop was
Murphy's Law did not apply. I got there
son who gave me all of the Fisher
made ready for the auction at the end of archi val material, including in time, not a day or week after everySeptember. I attended the auction, and signing over all rights to the thing was trashed. I beat "Murphy", and
actually had to buy three anvil transport Fisher and Norris name, trade- the summer adventure of 1999 changed
carts that somehow I missed. After the marks, and patterns. The location my life and bank account forever.
auction material was removed, Mr. is in front of the Crossley BuildRusso again gave me access to the shop ing, looking toward the state
to take anything that remained. I re- complex at the Amtrak overpass
moved a 5000 lb steel table, and some of on East State Street, Trenton, NJ.
(Continued from page 5)
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Stradivarius - being
No one really
PLAYING THE MUSICAL SAW
longer and wider at
knows when or where
By Morgan Cowin
the base - will play
playing a hand saw
·Acting President, International Musical Saw Association
lower notes and susbegan, but I would
tain the notes longer
guess soon after temthan the Stanley. While the shorter, thinner steel of
pering steel was invented. There are saw players all
the Stanley will take less strength and energy to play
over the world, but the musical saw was at it' s peak of
than the Stradivarius, the range will be a little higher,
popularity in the U.S. in the age of vaudeville. If
since it is narrower at the tip end. One saw does not
played on pitch and with little bow noise, the musical
fit all, and compromises have to be made - depending
saw produces a beautiful sound, kind of like a human
on the range of the piece of music, the
whistle, but with a slightly more metallic
players hand strength, and personal taste.
(of course) quality. Almost any music can
be played on the saw, depending on the
To start, I would suggest using a
player's preferences. I play classical, blue26" or 28" saw and a cheap violin bow
grass, blues, folk etc. Most saw players use
($35-$50). In general - cheap, thinner saws
the traditional sitting posture, but I play
are easier to play . Old or antique saws, if
standing up because I am more comfortnot too rusty or obviously bent, should
able in this position, and believe I can play
work too. If you want to find out how to
faster this way.
purchase a " professional" musical saw,
I won first place at the "1982 Festiwrite or call me and I' II send you more
val of the Saws" in Santa Cruz, CA, and
information.
have played the saw since about 1971. I'm
Playing the Musical Saw
not a professional entertainer - just a guy
(Morgan Cowin 1s Standing Style)
that loves to play music and loves the pure,
As I mentioned, I play standing up,
clean sound of the saw.
unlike most others, because I feel I can
What Kind Of Saw Is Best To Play?
play with more vigor and speed. I use a
Like almost everything, picking a
violin bow, some people use a cello bow,
saw you are comfortable with is an individbut people often begin playing with a malual choice, and a matter of compromise.
let and graduate to the bow. You need to
Most saws produce nearly the same sound
learn where on the edge of the saw to place
quality, and usually have a range of about 2
the bow before you can produce a good
- 2.5 octaves. There are qualitative differences depending on the quality and thickquality sound without too much bow noise.
ness of the steel, the length and width of
the blade at the base (handle end) and the
I think that learning to play the saw
width at the tip. The main difference be- ~ - - - - -- - -- - ~ is really just a matter of having the desire,
tween musical saws and regular saws is Author playing the saw standing. and the stamina to stick with it awhile. It
that musical saws usually don't have sharpened and
is really a simple instrument to learn to play, although
"set" teeth - which makes it a little safer to play. Proit does take practice, like any other instrument. If you
fessional musical saws are made by at least three
play another instrument or can whistle or sing on
companies in the U.S. , as well as some manufactured
pitch - you can play the saw. What is necessary is to
in France, Germany, Sweden and China.
learn some techniques, "sharpening" your ear to hear
A saw that is a few thousandths of an inch
(and produce) notes, intervals and melodies, and fithicker (ie: .037") will take more physical strength to
nally practice to learn how much to bend the saw to
play than one that is .035" or thinner. But an advanreproduce them.
tage of a thicker saw is that once the vibration begins,
Holding The Saw
the tone will "sustain" longer than on a thinner saw. A
Assuming you are right handed (everything is
saw that is very long and wide at the handle end will
reversed if you are left handed) - Stand comfortably
have a bigger range than a shorter, narrower saw. The
upright with the heel of your left foot against the arch
standard hardware store Stanley or Sears Craftsman
of your right foot (looking down at your feet it is sort
saws are played basically the same as a "Stradivarius"
of an upside down "T" position). [See Photo 2] Hold
saw (yes, really) made in Sweden by Sandvik (The
the handle of the saw between your knees with the
Stradivarius is a limited edition musical saw). The
(Continued on page 8)
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(Continued from paf?e 7)

teeth toward you. (See photo 3) I
put a bony part that sticks out of my
right knee into the hole in the handle of the saw, with the front left
side of my right knee pushing
against the back right side of my
left knee. You should be able to
support the saw just with the knees.
With the left hand (again assuming
you're right-handed) - place your Photo 2
left thumb about
· 1.5 to 3 inches IL oo k.mg -d--t-"-t~j
own a ,ee .
from the tip, (See photo 4) and get..__====---'
a "feel" for bending the WHOLE
saw, from straight (or nearly
straight) in an arc to the left. You
can bend the saw as far as you
want. It won't break or bend. The
arc changes the pitch, from the lowest note (when the saw is nearly
straight) to the highest note (when
it is bent far to the left).

Bending The Saw
(Left Hand Technique)
Photo 3
The critical part of produc- H==d=l=-b---k-~I
.
. I
.h .h
. an e etween nees. _
mg a mus1ca tone wit e1t er a
mallet or a bow - is that you have to
bend the saw blade into an "S" curve.
Up to now you have been bending
the saw along an arc, and it was sort
of a "C" shape. But now you also
have to bend the tip of the saw in the
opposite direction of the "C" to form
a sort of "S" shape. To do this varies
from player to player. The way I
make the "S" curve is to place my Ph
.
oto 4
thumb flat on the blade a few inches :======:=!..---==;
from the tip, and position my fingers Left hand position.
parallel to and along the tip of the saw blade, with
only the side of the index finger (and thumb) actually
touching the saw. _My other fingers are pressing next
to each other to support the index finger. (See Photo
above again) Again, this is the method I use, but most
saw players sit (again with the saw handle between
the knees, or sometimes the thighs), and put the tip of
the thumb about 4" from the tip, and bend the tip into
a "S" with the other four fingers placed over the tip
end. Some people use various devices to make it easier to bend the saw into the "S" curve, but I think
you're better off in the long run if you can strengthen
your left hand.
Sound is produced by vibrations, by strings
on stringed instruments, columns of air in wind in:=I

I

struments, and by the steel of the saw. On the musical
saw the vibrations occur by either a percussive blow
to the blade by a mallet or spoon (etc.) or a bow that
slowly rubs across the smooth edge of the blade - in
precisely the right spot. Vibrations on the saw mostly
occur in an area that is close to the middle (the flat
part) of the "S" curve. In other words, where the two
curves meet there is a little straight (flat) area, and
that is where the bow needs to be applied . Note: you
do NOT need to apply a lot of pressure with the left
hand, nor do you change that pressure as you make
higher or lower notes. In fact, try to keep the same
amount of pressure on the tip, and allow the notes to
change ONLY by the amount of bend in the arc.
The saw does take some muscle power to
maintain the "S", and in the beginning your thumb
muscles will tire very quickly. But bend the saw
ONLY as much as it needs to produce a clean sound.
Play for a minute or so until your hand begins to ache,
take a SHORT break (shake the hand and/or massage
the tired muscle) - and then begin again. Gradually
your hand will get stronger and you'll be able to play
for longer periods at a time before you get tired. If
you play regularly (daily) you'll get much stronger,
much faster.

Producing A Sound With The Bow
(Right Hand Technique)
I prefer to use a violin bow rather than a mallet, because the sound is much more appealing. Call
around to local music stores for a cheap (or used) violin bow. Try to get one that is relatively straight when
the hairs are tightened. Some REALLY cheap bows
aren't straight, and they could make it more difficult
to apply an even pressure~-~
over the length of the bow. Photos
I hold the bow as
shown at right. Point the tip
of the bow down with the
hairs below the wood , and
put the tip of your right
thumb in the space between the hairs and the bow
near the "frog" end of the bow (the part that tightens
the hairs). I put my fingers over the back of the bow
to hold it and to be able to apply pressure with the
hairs of the bow against the smooth edge of the saw.
It doesn't matter too much exactly how you hold the
bow, but rather the technique of applying pressure
from the bow to the saw.
·
Hold the saw in an "S" curve, but don't move
the saw ... then - find the flat section in the middle of
the "S" . Maximum friction is obtained when the hairs
of the bow are placed at nearly a right angle to the flat

I

I

(Continued on paie 9)
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surface of the saw, and also at a right
angle to the edge (See Photo 6). With
a SLOW movement of the bow
(keeping the right angles in mind)
and with a slight-to-medium pressure
of the bow against the blade of the
saw - you should be able to produce
a good sound. At first, don't change
the arc (and note) of the saw - but
rather work on producing a good
sound quality on just one note. The
goal is to produce a nice sound with
minimal bow noise. If the saw isn't
vibrating and producing a pleasing
sound, try applying a little more pressure, and if it's producing a screeching sound, use a little less pressure. If
you STILL can't produce a good
sound, you're probably not bowing in
the flat area between the curves, or
you're not moving the bow slowly
enough or applying quite enough
pressure against the saw.
One of the difficulties of using the bow with
the musical saw is that you have to change the angle
of the bow to keep the right angles at the correct intersection point with the saw when the arc
(and corresponding pitch) is changed.
What I'm trying to say is that when you
change the pitch you need to remember to
move the bow to the new flat part while
remembering to keep the right angles of
bow hair against the blade. The more
pressure you apply between the bow and
the saw - the louder the sound. If you can
learn to apply a little more pressure ON
the beat of the music, this makes the mel ody more recognizable and pleasing.

Putting It All Together ...
Here's the real "secret" .... Practice!
Your thumb muscle in your left hand in
particular will tire in just a short time, but
massage it and shake it and perhaps give
it a short rest - then try again. If you keep
that up you'll soon be able to apply the
pressure it takes to make the "S" curve for
longer and longer times. Bow technique
and learning to "feel" the intervals between notes, will take a while longer to
develop, but just keep practicing. Observe
violinists to watch their bow techniques some of it can be applied to the saw.

While standing - notice your posture, don't get
hunched over or contort your body - that will just
tire you out needlessly. Don't OVER apply the
pressure to the tip to make the "S" curve - that will
also tire your thumb and hand muscles needlessly.
You just need "enough" pressure to sustain a note.
Actually, the idea of "just enough pressure - not
too much nor too little" - applies to both hands.
The first goal in playing a melody is to
play the notes on pitch. Practice until you can master a major scale (Do, re, mi, fa, so, la, ti, do) both
up and down (most saws have a range of about 2
octaves). Then try slow, simple songs first, like
"Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star", or "Here Comes
The Bride." Pick a few songs you know well and
practice them until you feel good about them, then
gradually add more challenging songs.
To learn more about the Musical Saw and
where you might see and hear it played, I suggest
that you join the International Musical Saw Association (IMSA) . The dues are now $20/year for an
individual, and $25/year for a family. There are
currently about 200 members from all over the
world. You may have the dubious distinction of being
the first IMSA Card Carrying Member on your block
(maybe even your city or state)! You will receive
three "Saw Player News" newsletters a year telling
about musical events that include the saw,
as well as other articles and tips on playing, and photos of some of the best saw
players in the world. Send your check
(made out to IMSA) to: Charlie & Viola
Blacklock, 1821 St. Charles St. Alamedia,
CA. 94501 (5 I0)523-464.
The IMSA hosts the annual Saw
Player's (& Friends) Picnic & Festival
every year at Roaring Camp & Big Trees,
which is in the mountains about 10 minutes North of Santa Cruz, California (the
next one is on August 7th & 8th, 2004 ).
You can attend a workshop or get tips
from me and others if you want. The Festival has a main stage where good bands
(and individuals) play in front of a receptive audience, and there is also a "SawOff' competition to find the best saw
player of the year. For more information
go to: w w w . S a w P l a y e r s . o r g
Thanks for your interest in the musical saw. I hope the above information
helps you to get started. Good luck, and
HA VE FUN with the Musical Saw!!!

IBending the saw for a high note. I
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TOOLS MADE IN MY FORGE BY PRATAB
When
not
By Alexander
working as a geologist or teaching classes at the University of
Alaska our daughter Susan has for many years
spent her time traveling throughout the world.
In recent years she has gone trekking in the
mountains of Nepal. Her guide on these occasions was Pratab, a soft spoken, talented native
of that country. They were married a short time
ago, and when they visited us in February they
attended the CRAFTS meeting where firearms
making was discussed. Both Pratab's father and
grandfather were gunsmiths and locksmiths.
The Nepalese as a people are very good at making something without a lot of equipment.
Pratab has built stone houses in Nepal and done
all forms of carpentry both there and in this
country using the simplest of hand tools.

After constructing two woodsheds in
which to store firewood for heating my studio
he asked if he might use my blacksmith shop.
For more than twenty years following construction of the shop in 1967 I worked at the forge in
my spare time hammering out andirons, pokers,
forks, and such hardware as hinges, pintles,
latches, and nails. Eventually, however, painting and writing took up all of my time, so I decided to use the shop only for doing occasional
small repairs and for storage. When I took
Pratab into the shop it was cluttered with stacks
of lumber, shutters, pieces of furniture, boxes of

hardware and much
scrap
metal. It conFarnham
tained only a few
tools. We moved some of the larger pieces so
that there would be enough space for him to
work. After supplying him with coal and kindling for his fire I left to get back to work in my
studio.
A short time later I went back to see
how he was doing and take some photographs.
He had found a leaf from an old auto spring and
was forging a beautifully tapered and curved
sickle blade from it. Before l returned to my
painting he asked me for some salt, some earth,
a metal file, and
a piece of wood
from which to
make a handle.
Unfortunately I
had to rush back
to my studio to
finish a painting, so I was
unable to stand
around to see
what he was
going to do with
them. I know
that he used the
file to get a razor sharp edge
on the sickle
blade which he then used to carve the wooden
handle. I'm not sure what he used the salt and
earth for unless as a flux when he welded two
ferrules. He made them so that the handle
wouldn't split. Since he had not asked for anything to make a hole in the handle end for receiving the tang of the sickle blade I'm not sure
how he did it. I can only surmise that he heated
the tang in the forge and burned it into the handle. Using some metal stamps he signed his
name on the sickle blade for me. He then made
a sickle and hand adze for himself.
Pratab made do with what was at hand
and produced some truly beautiful tools. This is
a creative approach from our high-tech demanding mass produced world of technology.
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A ROMANTIC TOOL
Don't start guffawing. Wait till you hear
the whole story. It takes place during the time
when I was at Cooper Hill in Leadville, Colorado, training for the Ski Troops. We were bivouacked in tents along the side of the ski run. It
wasn't much of a run, as in those days the fanci est thing available was a T-bar tow. However, it
was better than the rope tows of other runs. The
Army decided to allow civilian skiing on the
weekends, and The Hill drew the public at that
time.
It didn't take long for the girls to figure
out that the place was a goldmine for singles.
Eight hundred love-starved guys- all young,
athletic and a good many handsome ones. So
they came in droves to meet the "guys in
white". In the beginning there was too much
competition to make it fun. Even the girls preferred a more "random" system. A few of us
(that were not endowed with great looks) figured out a system that was very effective. It all
worked around a Phillip's head screwdriver that
we carried to tighten any loose screws in our
edges and bindings. In the 40s Phillip's head
screws were not as common as they are today
and the screwdrivers were classified as unusual.

We instituted a "safety check", to be assured that the girls' skis had no loose screws. It
was a perfect way to get introduced. A waiting
line was set up for the "inspectors" so that the
competition was held to a minimum. It worked
for us but not for the girls. The not-so-goodlooking ones never got checked. So the girls
figured out their own system. As they came off
the boarding area for the T-bar they had a lot of
trouble staying in the tracks. Every now and
then one would fall off the bar. Chivalry dictated that we rush down to her rescue and make
sure that she was OK. It became clear that the
remaining girl on a now lopsided T-bar was going to struggle all the way up unless another
trooper came down to balance out the bar and
ride to the top with her. And of course check
her out once arriving at the summit.
Inasmuch as we were queued to go as
soon as a girl fell, it became random (to the liking of the girls). And the competitiveness disappeared completely. The screwdriver was the
cupid of the slopes, although very few girls
really believed our story about the inspections.
A couple of real romances percolated because
of these tools. When it finally made the local
papers, we had to simmer it down.
Should Doris accidentally get a hold of
this story (or if Granick squeals on me) I have
to tell you that I sacrificed myself for my buddies, and was merely an administrative supervisor of the affair. No sir, no messin around with
strange girls for me. But I still have one of those
"cupid-of-the-slopes". (Not that it would do me
any good anymore.)

WHATSIT
Wilma Sagurton sent in this "WHATSIT"
to puzzle our readers. It sure had me
scouting thru my references to find out
what it is, as I had never seen one before.
It is made out of wood and is 15" long. It
separates into seven segments like a divided orange. It has two end caps 4" in
diameter I 1/2" deep. Four of the segments are 4 l /2" wide and two are 2 1/2"
wide. It has three inscribed lines around
its perimeter. Do you know what it is?
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TOOL EVENTS

MERCER MUSEUM TOOL DAY
Fall is here, and it is time to start planning for our
12th Annual Antique Tool Discovery Day, which
will be held on Saturday, November 8, 2003,
from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 p.m. We are excited to
again present this event, which has successfully
evolved into a well-attended family program focusing on the use, significance, and collecting of
antique hand tools. On behalf of the Mercer Museum staff, I want to thank you for your generous
participation in past years, as well as invite you
to participate again this year. We are seeking individuals interested in bringing a display, leading
a demonstration, or putting together a brief talk
on a topic relating to antique hand tools. While
we are pleased with the number of families and
scouts that have discovered the fun of working
with and learning about antique tools, we also
want to attract and retain a larger adult audience.
To that end, it is important that we continue to
emphasize both the displays and knowledge that
you as collectors bring to the event, in addition to
the hands-on children's activities.
Many of you who participated last year have
provided feedback; we appreciate your comments
and try to make improvements each year. It is our
goal to continually renew and improve this event,
and your input is vital to the process. If you have
further ideas about program content or publicity,
please feel free to give me a call at (215) 3450210, x28 or send me an e-mail at
arichtarik@mercermuseum.org. I am anxious to
hear your thoughts.
Best Regards, Anne Richtarik
Curatorial Assistant

Union Hill Antique Tools
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Collectible Tools for the Connoisseur at:

http:/ /www.tooltimer.com
Your Satisfaction GuHr H.nteedl

Plus:
· Free tool collector's database
· Interesting tool articles
· Type studi es

· and morel

Sept 5&6 - Live Free or Die Tool Auction,
Nashua, NH. www.mjdtools.com.
Sept 13 - EAIA meeting at the New Bedford
Whaling Museum.
Sept

14 - CRAFTS picnic, Brady Camp,
Lamington, NJ.
Tailgating starts at
8AM. A catered lunch will be served at
noon. Judged tool displays with prizes.
Call Ken Vliet at 610-837-5933.

Sept 27 - David Stanley International Tool Auction. UK. www.davidstanley.com.
Oct 3&4 - Martin Donnelly Antique Tool Auction Indianapolis, IN www.mjdtools.com
Oct 16, 17 & 18 - M-WTCA 2003 Fall Meeting
Bowling Green, KY. Contact Doug and
Paula Cox at 502-863-1407.
Oct 24&25 - Brown 23 rd Tool Show and Inter
national Tool Auction, Sheraton Inn, Harrisburg, PA. Brown Auctions 27 Fickett
Road Pownal, ME 04069.
www.FineToolJ.com/Browns.

WANT ADS
I'm looking for a Union No 101 Plane in good condition or better. email me at glwelsh@earthlink.net
with info and/or photo.

A notice of the death of Harold Fountain, a
CRAFTS member since 1978. A very knowledgeable tool collector and a well known restorer of the
finest residences. He passed away on June 24th
after succumbing to complications brought about
by 35 years of insulin dependent diabetes. He will
be missed by the CRAFTS community.

Steve Johnson
4521 243rd Ave. NE
Rc:dmtmd, WA 98053

tooltimeffir?msn.com
425-868 - 1532 (voi~e and fax)
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